
Safe access to all types of tank-top hatches   
 
Adjustable platform height  2.75m - 4.5m 
 
Safety cage guardrails surround work area 
 
One man operation 
 
Work at Height compliant 

TANKMASTER 
Mobile Access Ladder 
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For the ultimate 
in safety on top 
of your tankers 
and trucks and 
trailers 



TANKMASTER Mobile Access Ladder 

Tankmaster provides all the safety 

required by UK “Work at Height” 

regulations when accessing a wide variety 

of tanker and truck roofs. 

The octagonal safety cage guardrail 

encloses workers to ensure no-one 

accesses the roof without approved fall 

protection. 

Height extension of upper platform ranges 

from 2770mm - 4500mm powered by a 

simple hand-cranked hydraulic ram. 

One man operation in total safety. 

Mobility is provided by four locking castors 
as standard but can be fitted with optional 

towbar and heavy duty wheels if 

preferred. 
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Tankmaster features an octagonal 

safety cage guardrail to enclose 

workers. 

Guardrail cage with three rails and 

diameter 2.0m (alternative shapes 

and sizes optional at extra cost). 

Galvanised non-slip treads and top 

platform with self-draining holes.  



TANKMASTER Mobile Access Ladder 

610mm 
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Optional extras include...  

Steering tow bar and heavy 
duty castors instead of 

standard castors  

Heavy duty kick-down jacks 
instead of wind-down jacks 

Locking forklift pockets  
instead of standard  

pockets 

Solid rubber wheels instead 
of nylon castors 

Alternative design or 
diameter guardrail 

Earth bonding lead 

Tankmaster is suitable for use with rigid tankers, 

trailer tankers and ISO tank containers. 

It is designed to ensure the operator is safe and 
secure whilst climbing onto the tanker and 

working within the confines of the safety cage in 

compliance with the requirements of the Working 

at Height regulations.  

In addition to its main role for tanker access, the 

option of a wide range of alternative platforms 

and guardrails makes it suitable for a wide variety 

of other roles for vehicle maintenance, container 

access etc.  
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TANKMASTER Mobile Access Ladder 

 

All prices, details and specifications are subject to change without notice and are those ruling at date of order. E&OE. 

See our excellent website at 

www.ladders999.co.uk 

for our huge range  

of ladders, steps, podium steps  

and scaffold towers 

www.ladders999.co.uk  sales@lansfordaccess.co.uk  

UNITS 2 & 10     CHANCEL CLOSE TRADING ESTATE 

EASTERN AVENUE    GLOUCESTER     GL4 3SN 

FAX : 01452  505580 

TEL: 01452  520144 

Platform Height Overall Height Base Length Overall Length Tread Width Overall Width Guardrail Diam 

2.77  -  4.50m 3.75  -  5.49m 2.05m 3.90  -  4.52m 500mm 1.76m 2.0m 

Platform is 
raised and 

lowered by a 
simple hand-

operated 
hydraulic ram 

Optional  
Safety Cage 

Optional  
Towbar 

Optional Extras include...  

alternative design guardrail ; steering tow bar ; ladder safety cage ; 
directional lock castors ; solid rubber wheels ; kick-down jacks ; locking 
forklift pockets ; earth bonding lead 


